
 

Birmingham Botanical Gardens is looking for an energetic and 
motivated Visitor Welcome & Retail Supervisor to join the team. 

The Gardens are in a period of change and have recently secured a Stage 1 NHLF 
grant towards a £14m capital project. The project aims to restore the historic 
glasshouses, upgrade site infrastructure and displays and improve the visitor 
experience for all. If you would like to be part of this exciting project, we would be 
pleased to hear from you.  

Birmingham Botanical Gardens (BBG) are keen to see applications from people of all 
backgrounds and communities and are committed to representing the diverse nature 
of the city. The Gardens look forward to receiving applications from all suitable 
candidates and will conduct inclusive recruitment processes based on attitude, 
experience, and qualifications. BBG are also committed to ensuring that no-one 
invited to interview should be excluded due to financial circumstances and will 
reimburse anyone attending interview (related costs must be supported by receipts) if 
required. 

Role Title Visitor Welcome & Retail Supervisor 

Team Commercial & Visitor Services 

Reports to Head of Commercial & Visitor Services 

Date Issued/Revised May 2023 

Hours Full time, permanent  

Salary £28,000 pa 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Birmingham Botanical Gardens is an independent educational charity aiming to offer 

world class environmental education in a green environment to audiences in all sectors 

of the community. 

 

ROLE PURPOSE 

The Visitor Welcome & Retail Supervisor will be responsible for the day to day 

management of Visitor Welcome and Retail teams, along with our volunteers. The 

Visitor Welcome & Retail Supervisor will ensure that the highest level of customer 

service is offered to visitors in person, by telephone and by e-mail to create a positive 

visitor experience, to maintain a well presented environment and to maximise sales 

for the Birmingham Botanical Gardens.  

PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Ensure that the Welcome and Retail teams deliver an outstanding impression for 

all visitors to Birmingham Botanical Gardens delivering the warmest of welcomes 

and highest levels of customer service to create a positive visitor experience.  



  

 

 

2. Achieve sales, profit and conversion targets as agreed with the Head of 

Commercial & Visitor Services. Communicate all relevant targets and KPI’s to the 

team, monitoring, reporting on these and taking action to ensure that they are 

met. 

3. Be responsible for budget setting with the Head of Commercial & Visitor Services 

and the management of budgeted income and expenditure. 

4. Be responsible for visual merchandising in the Gift Shop and ensure that the 

principles are understood and followed by the teams. 

5. Be responsible for the rostering of the team, managing holiday requests, sickness 

and ensuring that staffing levels are adequate to meet the needs of the business.  

6. .Be responsible for the coaching, training and development of the Welcome & 

Retail teams. Holding regular 1:1 meetings with individuals, team meetings and 

carrying out the Gardens’ performance appraisal process. 

7. Be proficient in the use of our ticketing and CRM system (Spektrix) to train 

Welcome and Retail teams to process bookings for day admission and special 

events, upsell memberships, donations, and our EPOS system (Vector) to make 

retail sales in the Gift Shop & Plant Sales. 

8. Working with the Head of Commercial & Visitor Services be responsible for the 

buying of ranges and lines ensuring that they are relevant, appropriate and 

profitable for the Gardens. 

9. Responsible for ensuring that cash is handled, and credit card transactions are 

processed in accordance with the Birmingham Botanical Gardens opening and 

closing procedures.  

10. 9.To act as the point of contact for escalated customer service issues and 

complaints. 

11. Responsible for ensuring the Gardens’ Health & Safety fire procedure is adhered 

to by Welcome & Retail teams. 

12. To communicate the Birmingham Botanical Gardens programme and upcoming 

events to the team and ensure that this information is imparted accurately to our 

visitors and members. 

13. Manage deliveries of stock and supplies and process accordingly to Birmingham 

Botanical procedures. 

14. Manage enquiries and the delivery of individual photography and commercial 

filming and photoshoots. 

15. Manage the relationship with the operator of the Gardens third party car parking 

operator. 

16. To understand and support the aims and objectives of Birmingham Botanical 

Gardens and to ensure these are reflected in the delivery of the role.  

SUPERVISION 

Working under the direction and/or supervision of Head of Commercial & Visitor 

Services and Duty Manager. 

Supervising a team of Welcome & Retail Assistants and volunteers. 

WORKING CONDITIONS 

Customer facing environment. 

Alternate weekends and occasional evenings. 

Seasonal adjustments to weekly hours to meet the needs of the business and to 

reflect the Gardens opening hours. 

Work in hot or cold environments. 



  

 

 

Manual handling. 

 PERSON SPECIFICATION 

 

Area Essential  Desirable 

Knowledge 
1. A focus on the customer 

experience in everything you do.  

2. Computer literate – knowledge 

of MS Office. 

 

1. An understanding of the not-

for-profit sector, preferably 

showcasing a knowledge and 

interest in the broader botanical 

heritage and cultural sectors. 

2. An interest in plants and 

nature. 

3. A qualification in customer 

service . 

Experience 
1. Experience of working in retail 

and/or a visitor attraction. 

2. Experience of training staff. 

3. Experience of working with 

budgets, targets, and KPIs. 

4.Experience of implementing, 

reviewing and writing procedures 

 

1. Experience of supervising a 

team of staff 

2. Stock control and ordering 

3. Stocktaking 

4. Retail buying 

Skills 
1.Customer focussed. 

2. Excellent communication 

skills. 

3. An excellent motivator who 

works collaboratively with a high 

level of enthusiasm. 

4. Knowledge of EPOS, ticketing 

and/or CRM systems 

5. Results driven 

6. Visual Merchandising 

7. Ability to remain calm under 

pressure. 

8. Able to work as part of a 

team and interact effectively with 

managers, staff, volunteers and 

external suppliers. 

9. Multitasking abilities. 

10. Accuracy and attention to 

detail. 

1. Well-developed management 

skills. 

2. Knowledge of Spektrix ticketing 

system 

Other 
1. Reliable and trustworthy. 

2. Positive, can-do attitude. 
 

 


